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TOD default
During optimization BAM has up to now returned 
the lowest predicted value during a flight as “rep-
resentative” for operational risk. With BAM 2.0 
this default point has changed to top of descent 
(30 minutes prior arrival) which better reflects 
operational risk. In CrewAlert this will mean that 
the coloring of the activities (green/amber/red) will 
be triggered a bit differently than today. In CFAS, 
the distribution graph will be 
affected for flights going through 
the circadian low and for flights 
with in-flight sleep.

Updated Wake Criteria 

BAM 2.0 has an improved wake-
criterion leading to better sleep 
prediction for certain special 
cases. The modification affects 
recovery during sleep leading to 
that consecutive early shifts are 
now predicted to be somewhat 
tougher, while consecutive late 
shifts are becoming less tough. 

Performance

BAM is built from the beginning to support high-
speed interaction with crew scheduling optimizers. 
In this new release we have managed to boost 
performance with another 12% now supporting 
over 170,000 predictions per second per core on a 
modern CPU. This means minimal impact on run 
times for large planning optimization runs.

Tuning 

The sleep prediction algorithm, sector and duty 
task load, as well as the CAS offset and slope, 
have now been tuned to a large data set of over 
50,000 operational full-context assessments from 
10+ airlines world-wide. The correlation index has 
been improved with 16% and BAM is now more 
accurate than ever. A formal scientific report on 
tuning and validation is planned for Q2/Q3 2013.

Sleep Inertia
The sleep inertia process has been added and 
is now visible in the prediction graph. Sleep 
inertia has no importance when planning pair-
ings or rosters for crew – but could be of interest 
operationally and when analyzing fatigue reports 
or correlating actual data with BAM predictions. 
The amount of sleep inertia is dependent on the 
distance in time to awakening, prior sleep duration 

and also type of awakening 
(spontaneous or forced). 

Afternoon dip

A process for the “afternoon 
dip” has been added. The 
effect has a minor impact on 
crew scheduling as the dip 
always is relative to a high 
circadian phase, but it could 
be of importance operation-
ally and for correlating data or 
analyzing fatigue reports.

Acclimatization 

The algorithm for acclimatization has been up-
dated, leading to a somewhat faster adaption to 
local time than the previous version – resulting in 
sleep predictions with greater accuracy. 

Release 2 of BAM is made available during December 

2012 in CrewAlert, CrewAlert Lite, CFAS as well as  

a compiled library for clients using a BAM tightly  

integrated with both Jeppesen and non-Jeppesen 

scheduling solutions.

Release 2 Boeing Alertness Model
Predict crew fatigue with even greater precision – faster. 

The Boeing Alertness Model (BAM), at the core of the Jeppesen fatigue risk management portfolio and the 
engine in CFAS and CrewAlert, has gone through a major improvement cycle as a result of working with  
operationally collected data and Jeppesen’s scientific partners. BAM is designed to improve over time as 
more data becomes available, and Release 2.0 is a significant step forward with a number of changes  

bundeled into the new version.  
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For more information about Jeppesen Fatigue Risk Management, visit jeppesen.com/frm.

http://www.jeppesen.com/frm

